Intervention for Agenda Item 5b

Philippines

Thank you, Madam Chair.

The Philippines would like to take this opportunity to thank the following partners for the support they have provided the Philippines:

1. World Bank, for the fund it has provided the Philippine Statistics Authority’s institutional development as well as enhancement of household surveys and poverty measurement
2. PARIS21 for support in many initiative specifically CRVS, CRESS, Introducing Data Revolution recently
3. WHO for support in CRVS initiatives
4. FAO for SUA and PHILFSIS
5. ADB for identity management and EDGE
6. SIAP for various trainings of staff
7. ILO for considering the Philippines in pilot of labor statistics initiatives
8. UNHCR for support in Typhoon Haiyan victims’ civil registration
9. ESCAP for the various support

Thank you very much.